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Sealey has launched its Spring Promotion

with over 570 offers and more than 80

new products. Running from the start of

March to 31st May 2020, it also features

discounts up to 55% off list price. 

The Spring Promotion contains

sections of products including; Hand Tools,

Lighting, Storage, Jacking & Lifting,

Welding & Cutting, Motorcycle Tools,

Pumps & Janitorial items.  There are also Air

& Vehicle Service Tools, Machine Shop,

Consumables, Bodyshop, Shot Blasting

products, and lots more.  Across each

section there are many products that come

with free bonus items.

The promotion sees the launch of

Sealey’s new VMSC01 - 2000W Steam

Cleaner which produces pressurised steam

up to 160°C to clean, sanitize and sterilise.

It is supplied with a wide range of

accessories for many tasks including

carpets, car interiors and windows.

Other new products include a range of

Premier Platinum Series Ratchet Spanners

with ultra-smooth 100-Tooth WallDrive

ratchet rings and a Lifetime Guarantee, as

well as Sealey’s 60-tooth calibrated Torque

Wrenches that are constructed from impact

resistant polycarbonate tubing which is

combined with injection moulded nylon

thermoplastic for total insulation.  They all

torque in both directions and have an easy-

to-read dual scale.

Smart new 18V ½” Sq Drive Cordless

Impact Wrenches are available in Red or Hi-

Vis Green and incorporate a variable speed

trigger for greater control, rubber grips on

the body for added comfort, an LED work

light and are supplied in storage case with

3Ah Li-ion battery and 80 minute mains

charger.

Sealey’s complete product range
can be viewed on their new website at
www.sealey.co.uk. 

Sealey promotion
springs into action

Garage

Shaftec has announced some major

new additions to its Electric Power

Steering range, to help independent

garages meet fast rising demand for repairs

in this sector.

First appearing in 1999 Electric Power

Steering (EPS) is still a relatively recent

automotive development that has now

become the norm on new models. This

means that it is an area of significant

aftermarket growth.

Shaftec director, Tom Curtis

comments, “Naturally, as modern vehicles get

older, we will see part number creation and shelf

increase as a result. However, market demand is

already driving the need to stock EPS parts for

vehicles less than five years old. This tells us that

we should not underestimate this as a growing

trend and also points to the fact that some

electric steering applications may have a lower

durability tolerance than those for conventional

hydraulic systems.”

Tom points out that the market for EPS

systems has gradually surpassed that of

conventional hydraulic steering and when it

comes to replacement, he believes that Shaftec’s

stringently remanufactured OE quality parts offer

considerable benefits over new imports or dealer

equivalents. The range is also constantly updated

to meet latest demand and the company prides

itself on offering excellent availability based on

continuous demand analysis. 

Shaftec added a total of 120 new EPS

references in 2019, with new part numbers

spanning the majority of popular vehicle

manufacturers. Of particular note are electric

racks for Mercedes-Benz GLC 2015-2019,

Hyundai i40 2015, Jaguar XE and XF 2015

onwards and electric pump for Dacia Duster

2013-2017.

Shaftec information and fitting tips for the
Opel Astra H & G and Meriva B models

These are prone to oxidation, so before

declaring the part a write off, Shaftec

recommends checking the plugs and the wiring,

with both a visual and multi meter voltage

check. Even if no oxidation can be seen with the

naked eye, it’s wise to clean the connectors with

contact cleaner when the part is examined, to

ensure a good solid connection, bad connections

can lead to the unit shorting, confused fault

codes or in extreme cases failure.

Shaftec offers garages a business boost with
expanded EPS range

Question:We are having difficulty finding the

source of an engine coolant leak from around

the front bumper area on a 2014 Range Rover

Sport 3.0 Diesel. We have carried out a

pressure check on the cooling system, which

confirms that there is a coolant leak, but we

cannot see where from exactly. Has this type of

coolant leak been reported before?

Answer: We have had reports of this

type of coolant leak on Ranger Rover Sport

models with 306PS/306DT/508PS engine

codes. The coolant loss is due to the engine

coolant auxiliary radiator chafing through on

the air intake duct, caused by the front

bumper being misaligned. Remove the front

bumper to gain access to the engine coolant

auxiliary radiators. Inspect engine coolant

auxiliary radiators for damage and leaks.

Renew the engine coolant auxiliary radiators if

necessary. Fit foam pads, available from Land

Rover parts department, to the new engine

coolant auxiliary radiator Fig.1.1. Refit front

bumper. Ensure front bumper is correctly

aligned. Carry out a pressure test on the

cooling system after the repair to check the

coolant leak

has been

eradicated. 

Range Rover Sport: Engine coolant leak 




